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We help businesses




RD Projekt is a full-stack software development company specialised
in Semantic Web (Linked Data) and text analytics.
Back
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Deliver efficient code


Develop Great Software


Make the complex simple










Worlwide experience



Our team has a proven track record working with customers worldwide and in the timely
delivery of commercial software, ranging from database engine implementation to fine tuning web UIs.
We can help you with:
Development of core products
Implementation of bespoke systems and integrations

System analysis and design
Software testing and optimisation












portfolio



Since being founded in 2004, we have developed various complex products,
mainly in the fields of Semantic Web (Linked Data) and text analytics.
Many of our customers are high-tech companies from Europe and North America.
The products we have been developing are used by organisations such as HP and NASA,
as well as pharmaceutical companies currently active in COVID-19 vaccine research.

OWL ontology development environment for the web

Ontology-driven classification, text mining and enterprise search software


CL-JSON-LD: Common Lisp library for JSON-LD

Enterprise analytics and search software


View more







career



We are constantly looking for talented developers with a willingness to learn. No matter
if you find a suitable job offer on our site or not, please send us your CV and you will be seriously considered.
View more







leadership




Tomasz Łukaszewicz
CEO and Co-Founder

Łukasz Sznuk
CTO and Co-Founder

Witold Łukaszewicz
Chief Scientist









contact



We are located in Warsaw, the business and cultural hub of Poland
and one of the largest academic centres in Central Europe.
As a Polish company, we adhere to the rules and regulations of the European Union.

info@rdprojekt.pl


ul. Mangalia 4, 02-758 Warsaw


+48 22 642 01 30


View more
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